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Summary
“Avangard LLC” is a new company who have recently agreed with Gazpromneft to 
build and operate a new facility for the reconditioning of pipes returned from the Russian oil 
fields and to be located on an existing site at Noyabrsk City, Russian Federation.

Primarily it will service the needs of Gazpromneft for pipes returned from the  Siberian area 
which following reconditioning will be reintroduced back into the production systems with major 
savings to the client. 

The project is deemed “Fast Track” by GAZPROMNEFT as they have a mandate to source new 
suppliers within the area due to a long ongoing dispute with the only other local supplier.

The site is owned by the Principal share holder in the new company with over 15 years of work 
experience with companies related to GAZPROMNEFT including the rail transportation of  
oversize and heavy loads within the Russian Federation.

�The sole Principal/Shareholder of the Company is Mrs. Ekaterina Milman (citizen of Russian 
Federation)
 
�Mr. Konstantin Milman (citizen of Russian Federation) acting under a Power of Attorney from the 

above Principal for the taking of all major decisions in the of Company’s development. 



summary
To develop and operate the new facility it is planned for Avangard to conclude a new 
partnership with IDI Systems BV , located in the Netherlands.

IDI Systems BV is a company established to enter into such agreements and is part of the 
WKBH GROUP of companies well established in the manufacture of equipment for such 
operations.

Under this agreement Avangard and IDI  would  jointly construct a facility and execute the work 
where:

�Avangard would provide the land, buildings, utilities, manpower, and local management.

� IDI would manufacture the equipment, deliver and commission such equipment and provide the 
operational knowhow.

To conclude the proposed development the partners are jointly seeking financial facilities for a 
period of between 3 to 5 years of EUR 8,000,000.

Once funding is secured then Gazpromneft will award a 3 year contract to Avangard with the 
potential to extend this for a further 2 years subject to performance.

The following presentation relates to the proposed development and  details the process, 
location of the facility ,competition, contract arrangements, financial needs, investment costs, 
projected P&L and balance sheet covering the next 5 years.
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Management Process
Overall Management of Pipe Reconditioning Process 



Management of Inventory

Pipe inventory is maintained using unique 
state-of-the-art "1C" Software 



The Reconditioning Process
� Pipe will be collected from the field sites and transported to the rehab facility.

� Pipe will be stored at the facility ready for reconditioning.

� Pipe will enter the facility where the following processes will follow;

1. Remove the pipe end coupling by using a coupling removal machine.

2. The external surface will be cleaned with high pressure washing.

3. The pipe will then be subjected to internal cleaning.

4. The internal surface will be checked with a internal sizing mandrel

5. The pipe will then pass to a station where the threaded section (opposite the coupling 
end) will be cut off.

6. The pipe will then pass through a NDT (non-destructive pipe body testing of oil-well 
tubing) where the result will determine if the pipes are acceptable, namely the body and 
remaining threaded end section. If the end is damaged it shall be cut from the pipe, 
after the pipe will pass to the end threading machines. Any rejects at this point will be 
removed from the plant.



7. Pipes will be rethreaded at both ends (if required), where this operation will take place at
two separate positions

8. After rethreading the pipe shall be subjected to Hydrostatic pressure testing, where the end 
will be sealed and water solution will be pumped into the pipe, where the pressure will be 
varied to 700 Bar and checked for any defects.

9. Acceptable pipe will be labeled and exit the plant for storage (rejected pipes shall be 
removed from the plant) 

10. Pipe will be stored within the facility prior to transporting back to the client’s site.

The Reconditioning Process (Cont)



The Reconditioning Facility

Incoming Pipe condition

Coupling Removal



The Reconditioning Facility

External washing

Internal washing



The Reconditioning Facility

Internal Mandrel (Drift)

Threaded End Cutting



The Reconditioning facility

NDT (Inspection)



The Reconditioning facility

Coupling End Cutting (if required)

End Threading Area



The Reconditioning Facility

End Threading Equipment



The Reconditioning facility

Hydrostatic Testing



The Reconditioning facility

Pipe Labeling

Finished Pipes

Finished Pipes Ready to Dispatch



Site Facilities
AVANGARD LLC has the following two facilities.

Facility # 1

Railway siding for receiving and forwarding of rail cargoes

This railway siding is located at Noyabrsk City, Russian Federation, Site 2 and has the capability 
of simultaneous processing (loading/unloading) of 25 rail cars at a time, which allows handling of 
350,000 tons of cargoes per year.  

� Total area of this railway siding facility is 36,211 m2.

�The following are located in this area:
- Administration Building;
- Warehouse adjoining the railway (total area 1,485.9 m2);
- Railway siding total length of 423.98 meter. 

�The whole land plot with total area of 36,211 m2 is owned by the Principal. 

�Appraised market value of this facility (as of November 2013) is 111,573,000 RUB. 



Site Facilities 
Facility # 2

1.Industrial production facility located at Noyabrsk City, Russian federation, Site 9-В, with total 
area of 69,000 m2 consisting of:

� Outside concreted storage site – 45,000 m2

� Heated storage facilities – 3,500 m2.

� Non-heated arch-type warehouse – 3,400 m2.

� Production building intended for Pipe Rehab Plant   

This land plot belongs to Principal based on long-term leasing agreement with Noyabrsk City 
Municipal Authority. 

Appraised market value of this facility (as of November 2013) is 111,919,000 RUB



Facility location

Industrial production facility located at Noyabrsk City, Russian federation, 
Site 9-В, with total area of 69,000 m2



Competition 
RIMERA company (being our main competitor in the region) – for many years this structure belonged to 
“Gazpromneft”. Then in 2008 “Gazpromneft” decided to sell all their oil field servicing assets to third-party 
companies. Respectively, back at that period RIMERA bought the oil field servicing facilities (called Central 
Pipe Base) and, having become the only contractor in the area for such services, started rendering these 
tubing reconditioning services. 

However, in 2014 the audit of RIMERA business activities revealed a huge shortage of tubing pipe (which was 
stored at their site at their full care and custody) valued at hundred millions of rubles, as well as shortage of 
rejected pipe (also stored by RIMERA as scrap) in the amount of 21,000 tons. For several years, 
“Gazpromneft” and RIMERA had been trying to sort out this shortage internally - without any result.

Eventually in the last year, having failed to find a solution, the President of “Gazpromneft” decided to develop 
and commence a project for inviting another -  “outsider” - oilfield servicing company to the region, so as to 
stop RIMERA from being the only (dominant) company in this market segment.            

Respectively, Avangard company was started - specifically for the above purpose. From the very beginning of 
this project, Avangard has passed certification of its production facilities, has successfully presented the 
project presentation to “Gazpromneft” Head Office and also received positive certification (with a follow-up 
Corrective Actions Plan). 

Based on the above, Avangard is now to develop and offer to “Gazpromneft” a full-scale Pipe Reconditioning 
Facility which shall be the grounds for a long-term service contract between “Gazpromneft” and Avangard. 

Outside of the RIMERA Company the next competitor is outside of a 250 KM Radius where this competitor is 
located in Surgat City



Contracts for Avangard
GAZPROMNEFT shall issue contracts to Avangard, where the following scope of supply;

-Collect all pipes from the oil fields and transport them to the site for reconditioning

-Pipes shall have all couplings removed, cleaning of pipes, inspection of pipes by mechanical 
drift, remove damaged threaded ends, testing by ultrasonic non destructive testing, re-thread 
pipe ends, attach couplings, pressure testing by hydrostatic testing, and labeling of pipe 
sections. 

-Deliver all relative documentation to support pipe condition.

-Store pipes at the contractors site until clients request for delivery to the oil field.

-Yearly scope shall be approximately 200,000 pipe sections (See Financial Section for Details)



Summary of Financing Needs 

Infrastructure Investment - Ru 444,800,000 - Euro €7,174,194 (@62:10

Startup Funding - Ru 155,200,000 - Euro €2,503,226 (@62:1)

Total Financing Needs - Ru 600,000,000 - Euro €9,677,419 (@62:1)

Financing Source

Shareholders - 25% of total investment RU 100,000,000 – (Euros €1,612,903)

Financing by 3rd Party - 75% of total investment RU 500,000,000 – (Euros 8.064,516)

Securities against Financing from 3rd party.

The shareholders are open to discuss securities against the project financing (3rd party), where the assets of the current 
facilities along with the equipment are possibilities, however the financing should be addressed against secured contracts 
in hand from Gazpromneft where said contract are guaranteed, where the risk will be solely against he contractor to deliver 
as per the contract terms and conditions.

Note Gazpromneft are ready to place confirmed contract once the company can demonstrate that the following positions 
are in place;

1.Equipment supplier ----------------------------------------------------------------------- (In Place, and Accepted by Gazpromneft)

2.Plant Operator with work history of facility operations --------------------------- (In Place, and Accepted by Gazpromneft)

3.Investment financing including startup funding ----------------------------------------------------- (Pending 3rd party financing)



Investment Cost
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Projected P&L Sheet



Projected Balance Sheet
(Before Dividend Payments) 



Other Information
The next competitor is located approximately 250 Km away from the Avangard Site



Other Information
Avangard Site showing Proposed 

Production Building
Avangard Site showing Pipe 

Storage Areas

Gantry Crane for Pipe receipt and Dispatch



Other Facilities by Principal
The Principal shareholder of Avangard has other operations within his portfolio as shown 

below.



Production Facility
Plant Layout of New Facility



Closing
The enclosed is an overview of the plan to develop a complete reconditioning facility to service 
the Gazpromneft requirements for small diameter pipes returning from the oil fields, where they 
can be reconditioned and reused, resulting in lower operating cost for Gazpromneft.

The development time for the new facility will take approximately 8 months, where the plan is to 
have all components in place to start the construction phase not later than the end of May 2017, 
allowing for production to start at the end of January 2018.

We hope the enclosed allows for an insight to our requirements, along with an overview of the 
facility operations, where the profitability is exceeding a 30% margin after taxes year on year.

Additional work can be introduced over and above the scope guaranteed by Gazpromneft which 
can be achieved by introducing additional working shifts.

We hope the enclosed is clear and allows for you to evaluate our request for funding services 
from your institution, if there is any part of this overview that is not clear and or you require 
additional information please contact us accordingly.

We would respectfully request that you study our request and inform us if you feel we can 
proceed to the next step.

Thank You – Wayne K Buttimore (WKBH / IDI Systems BV)



Telephone - +31-85-273-2327
Email info@wkbh.nl 

Contact – W.K.Buttimore

Generated by 
Avangard LLC & IDI Systems BV
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